ARMORED CAR SERVICES (RE-RELEASE) RFP

FORMAL REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

ADDENDUM NUMBER: THREE (3)   APRIL 7, 2021

THIS ADDENDUM IS ISSUED PRIOR TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE FORMAL RFPS. THE FOLLOWING
CLARIFICATIONS, AMENDMENTS, ADDITIONS, DELETIONS, REVISIONS, AND MODIFICATION FORM A
PART OF THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ONLY IN THE MANNER AND TO THE EXTENT STATED.

CLARIFICATION

• Please refer to the REVISED Exhibit A. Two locations have been consolidated into one and
  notes regarding current frequencies due to COVID have been included.

Q&A

1. Is there any way to change service from same day banking to next day? We would like to
   bid on the armored service, but same day is out of our scope of service. We are considering
   until noon the following banking day, however there is a cost to the delay, so we would
   expect the rate to be reflective.

2. What is the average currency/coin liability shipped in and out per location, per pickup? This
   information will be shared with the awarded vendor.

3. What is the average number of items (bags) shipped in and out per location, per pickup?
   The average bag pick up is approximately 12 bags.

4. Is next day deposit delivery acceptable? Yes, we could potentially consider, however there
   is a cost to the delay, so we would expect the rate to be reflective. Vendor shall be liable
   for any loss while deposit is in vendor’s possession.

5. Do deposits go to a central cash vault? Yes. What is the depository address? Miami Lakes.

6. Are checks included in the deposits? Yes. If so, are they able to be reconstructed (identify
   the maker and amount of all checks)? Yes, the checks and be reconstructed. If no, what is
   the check liability per location, per pickup?

7. To which Banking Center and what specific location (address) will the deposit pickups be
   delivered to? Miami Lakes.
8. Will there be restrictions for the time of pickup at each location? What are the earliest and latest times that a pickup can be made? Pick-ups can be made after 9:00AM and before 3:00PM.

9. What is the average number of deposit bags/items to be picked up or delivered to the locations? The average bag pick up is approximately 12 bags.

10. Can the Cashier at each location tend to the Armed Officer within 5 minutes after their arrival? Yes, Cashier would be able to tend within 5 minutes. Do the Officers need to be escorted? No.

11. Please confirm that “Same-Day” depositing to Broward Health’s financial institution also includes up to 12:00 noon on the following business day? Correct, deposits are considered acceptable until noon the following banking day.

12. Please clarify Section V (Scope of Work), paragraph I, D which states that “Broward Health shall not be charged if a location fails to have a deposit available for pickup at the designated time? Should a location fail to have a deposit available for pickup at the designated day/time, Broward Health will not be charged an additional fee other than the agreed upon monthly fee.

13. Will Broward Health accept alternative terms & conditions? Broward Health will consider incorporating any of Contractor’s proposed terms and conditions provided they do not conflict with, alter, or modify any of the general terms and conditions outlined in the RFP document.

14. Will Broward Health be willing to accept a contract on our Service Agreement? No.

END ADDENDUM THREE